
COTEHELE (Figure 8) 

This is a walk I dreamed up one night when I was unable to sleep, none of the 

paths are new to our group but this particular configuration is…. when I explained it to Maggie she 

agreed that it would make another ‘new walk’ so here we are again, back at the National Trust 

owned Cotehele estate with me wide awake and eager to get going following my week off.  

For the top half of the ‘figure of eight’ our group 

followed Maggie up into the woods past the little 

chapel which does actually have a name, it is The 

Chapel of SS George and Thomas Becket. Not far 

from here we passed The Lookout with a 

strategically placed bench to sit on to enjoy the 

splendid view towards Calstock viaduct, however 

we paused only briefly today at both locations to 

re-group before continuing up towards 

Cotehele’s Tudor/Medieval manor house. Then, 

after turning left to follow the road along to a 

junction, a white gate lay ahead. Again, we have 

opened this gate and walked these paths many times on our way to the weir that spans the Morden 

Stream. Today though, Maggie and I surprised everyone by turning off to 

the left not long after our back-marker had closed the gate behind 

everyone. 

Consequently a 

rather damp path 

led us downhill 

and by the time 

everyone had 

emerged via a 

small flight of 

steps opposite 

Cotehele Bridge, 

we had become 

rather spread out.  

The second half of 

the ‘figure of eight’ began with us crossing the bridge and walking 

in front of the lime kilns at Dung Quay where it was decided that 

this would be a good place to have a refreshment break. (My 

thanks go to Colin for this excellent photo) 

Break over and Bohetherick Woods beckoned with the usual uphill 

climb before the path levelled off; the two dogs that accompanied 

us ran off the minute their leads were removed while the rest of 

us followed at a more sedate pace.  We found it quite muddy 

along this section of the path with gravity carrying streams of 



water from left to right on more than one occasion. At a junction we took the right fork and 

were soon descending a rather worn flight of steps before continuing ahead all the way 

through the woods to a wooden gate opening into to a narrow lane near Boar’s Bridge. (Well 

that was the plan…..but we turned right too soon and came out in the road opposite the mill 

instead) So no walk through that part of the woods as planned but instead a walk on tarmac 

all the way to Boar’s bridge before we crossed over and headed in the direction of 

Newhouses. At the same time as our group of 29 walkers reached the narrow hamlet, so did 

a couple of cars resulting in one of them having to reverse. As our group stood about 

watching and waiting, the flustered driver backed into a wall before driving off, rather 

embarrassed, at great speed! 

Right 

along the 

path that 

lay 

ahead 

there 

was 

water 

seeping 

out of 

the wall 

between 

the 

stones and running down in little waterfalls to puddle at the bottom while 

at the weir itself we discovered a vast amount of white water in the Morden Stream cascading over 

the top with a roar. I can only assume that there must have been an awful lot of rain here in 

Cornwall while I was away on holiday. 

To complete the bottom of the figure of eight we walked to the end of this path towards the quay; 

all was quiet as we neared the Shamrock sailing barge as she sat open to the elements in her shiny 

black veneer beneath a weather-proof cover. Apparently phase one has now been completed and 

the restoration work has ceased until the phase two funding is released. I know this because I am a 

regular reader of their excellent on-line blog and enjoy looking at the many photos that have been 

taken over the years. We walkers are used to seeing at least a couple of the volunteers as we pass by 

and often pause for a chat but we could never see much of the actual refurbishment because 

Shamrock has been under wraps for many years while her overhaul took place in the dry.  

Today we learned that the work is due to finish 

in 2020 in time for the Mayflower 400 

celebrations in September which will take 

place in Plymouth, Devon. The plan is for the 

Shamrock to have pride of place as she leads a 

flotilla of smaller boats in a procession along 

the River Tamar; what a sight that will be! 


